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Abstract

Novel view synthesis is a challenging and ill-posed inverse rendering problem. Neural rendering techniques have recently achieved photorealistic image quality for this task. State-of-the-art (SOTA) neural volume rendering approaches, however, are slow to train and require minutes of inference (i.e., rendering) time for high image resolutions. We adopt high-capacity neural scene representations with periodic activations for jointly optimizing an implicit surface and a radiance field of a scene supervised exclusively with posed 2D images. Our neural rendering pipeline accelerates SOTA neural volume rendering by about two orders of magnitude and our implicit surface representation is unique in allowing us to export a mesh with view-dependent texture information. Thus, like other implicit surface representations, ours is compatible with traditional graphics pipelines, enabling real-time rendering rates, while achieving unprecedented image quality compared to other surface methods. We assess the quality of our approach using existing datasets as well as high-quality 3D face data captured with a custom multi-camera rig.

1. Introduction

Novel view synthesis and 3D shape estimation from 2D images are inverse problems of fundamental importance in applications as diverse as photogrammetry, remote sensing, visualization, AR/VR, teleconferencing, visual effects, and games. While traditional 3D computer vision pipelines have been studied for decades, only emerging neural rendering techniques have been able to achieve photorealistic quality for novel view synthesis (e.g., [38, 56]).

State-of-the-art neural rendering approaches, such as neural radiance fields [38], however, do not offer real-time framerates, which severely limits their applicability to the aforementioned problems. This limitation is primarily imposed by the choice of implicit neural scene representation and rendering algorithm, namely a volumetric representation that requires a custom neural volume renderer. Neural surface representations, for example using signed distance functions (SDFs) [41, 18, 2, 60], occupancy fields [35], or feature-based representations [54], on the other hand implicitly model the surface of objects, which can be extracted using the marching cubes algorithm [32] and exported into traditional mesh-based representations for real-time rendering. Although implicit neural surface representations have recently demonstrated impressive performance on shape reconstruction [60], their performance on view interpolation and synthesis tasks is limited. Thus, SOTA neural rendering approaches either perform well for view synthesis [38] or 3D shape estimation [60], but not both.

Here, we adopt an SDF-based sinusoidal representation
network (SIREN) as the backbone of our neural rendering system. While these representations have recently demonstrated impressive performance on representing shapes via direct 3D supervision with point clouds [52], we are the first to demonstrate how to leverage SIREN’s extreme capacity in the context of learning 3D shapes using 2D supervision with images via neural rendering. For this purpose, we devise a novel loss function that maintains SIREN’s high-capacity encoding for the supervised images while constraining it in the angular domain to prevent overfitting on these views. This training procedure allows us to robustly fit a SIREN-based SDF directly to a sparse set of multi-view images. Our 2D-supervised implicit neural scene representation and rendering approach performs on par with NeRF on view interpolation tasks while providing a high-quality 3D surface that can be directly exported for real-time rendering at test time.

Specifically, we make the following contributions:

- We develop a neural rendering framework comprising an implicit neural 3D scene representation, a neural renderer, and a custom loss function for training. This approach achieves 10× higher rendering rates than NeRF while providing comparable, SOTA image quality with the additional benefit of optimizing an implicitly defined surface.

- We demonstrate how both shape and view-dependent appearance of our neural scene representation can be exported and rendered in real time using traditional graphics pipelines.

- We also build a custom camera array and capture several datasets of faces and heads for evaluating our approach and baselines. These data are available on the project website.1

2. Related Work

Traditional 3D computer vision pipelines use structure-from-motion and multi-view-stereo algorithms to estimate sparse point clouds, camera poses, and textured meshes from 2D input views (e.g., [55, 49, 7, 47, 48]). Re-rendering these scene representations, however, does not achieve photorealistic image quality. As an alternative, image-based rendering techniques have been explored for decades [50]. Lumigraph rendering [17, 4] stands out among these methods as an approach that leverages proxy scene geometry to interpolate the captured views better. Still, these traditional approaches have not demonstrated photorealistic view synthesis for general 3D scenes.

Emerging neural scene representations often model an object or scene explicitly using some 3D proxy geometry, such as an imperfect mesh [21, 57, 45, 62] or depth map [44] estimated by multi-view stereo or other means, an object-specific shape template [25], a multi-plane [64, 37, 11] or multi-sphere [3, 1] image, or a volume [53, 31]. An overview of recent neural rendering techniques, including extensive discussions of explicit representations, is provided by Tewari et al. [56].

As opposed to explicit representations, emerging neural implicit scene representations promise 3D-structure-aware, continuous, memory-efficient representations for shape parts [15, 14], objects [41, 36, 2, 18, 60, 8, 5], or scenes [10, 54, 23, 43, 52]. These representations implicitly define an object or a scene using a neural network and can be supervised directly with 3D data, such as point clouds, or with 2D multi-view images [46, 54, 39, 29, 24, 30, 27]. It is important to distinguish between neural implicit representations that use implicitly defined volumes [38, 29, 28] from those using implicitly defined surfaces, for example represented as signed distance functions (SDFs) [41, 36, 2, 18, 54, 23, 43] or occupancy networks [35, 6, 39]. Surface-based representations allow for traditional mesh representations to be extracted and rendered efficiently with traditional computer graphics pipelines.

The neural rendering methods closest to our work are neural radiance fields (NeRF) [38], which provide the best image quality for view synthesis to date but do not directly model object shape, and implicit differentiable renderer (IDR) [60], which recently demonstrated SOTA performance for shape estimation but which does not achieve the same quality as NeRF for view synthesis. Our work leverages emerging sinusoidal representation networks (SIREN) [52] to achieve both of these capabilities simultaneously. This is crucial for the neural rendering pipeline we propose, which first learns a neural implicit surface representation and then exports it into a format that is compatible with existing real-time graphics pipelines. Although SIRENs have been proposed in prior work [52], we are the first to demonstrate how to leverage their impressive capacity with 2D multi-view image supervision – a non-trivial task due to SIREN’s extreme overfitting behavior.

3. Neural Rendering Pipeline

In this section, we describe our differentiable neural rendering pipeline, which is illustrated in Fig. 1.

3.1. Representation

We represent both shape and appearance of 3D objects using implicit functions in a framework similar to IDR [60]. Unlike previous work, however, our network architecture builds on sinusoidal representation networks (SIREN) [52], which allow us to represent signals of significantly higher complexity within the same number of learnable parame-

1http://www.computationalimaging.org/publications/nlr/
ters compared with common non-periodic multilayer perceptrons (MLP).

We express the continuous shapes of a scene as the zero-level set \( S_0 = \{ x \mid S(x) = 0 \} \) of a signed distance function (SDF)

\[
S(x; \theta) : \mathbb{R}^3 \rightarrow \mathbb{R},
\]

where \( x \in \mathbb{R}^3 \) is a location in 3D space and \( \theta \) are the learnable parameters of our SIREN-based SDF representation.

Next, we model appearance as a spatially varying emission function, or radiance field, \( E \) for directions \( r_d \in \mathbb{R}^3 \) defined in a global coordinate system. This formulation does not allow for relighting but it enables photo-realistic reconstruction of the appearance of a scene under fixed lighting conditions. We leave the problem of modeling lighting and shading as an avenue of future work.

We additionally condition \( E \) by the local normal direction \( n = \nabla_x S(x) \) as computed by automatic differentiation. This does not constrain any degrees of freedom but it has been shown to improve the training performance [60]. Finally, we also reuse \( \theta \) to increase the network capacity and allow for modeling of fine spatial details and micro-reflections that are of a notably higher spatial complexity than the underlying shape. Together, we express the radiance field as

\[
E(x, r_d, n; \theta, \phi) : \mathbb{R}^3 \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^3,
\]

to represent RGB appearance using the additional learnable parameters \( \phi \).

### 3.2. Neural Rendering

The goal of neural rendering is to project a 3D neural scene representation into one or multiple 2D images. We solve this task in two steps: 1) We find the 3D surface as the zero-level set \( S_0 \) closest to the camera origin along each ray; 2) We resolve the appearance by sampling the local radiance \( E \).

To address 1), we sphere trace the SDF to find \( S_0 \) [20]. For this purpose, we define a projection matrix, \( V \in \mathbb{R}^{4 \times 4} \) and \( P \in \mathbb{R}^{4 \times 4} \), similar to OpenGL’s rendering API [59]. A ray origin \( r_o \) and direction \( r_d \) for an output pixel at relative projection plane location \( u \in [-1, 1]^2 \) is then

\[
\begin{align*}
    r_o &= (V^{-1} \cdot [0, 0, 1, 0]^T)_{x,y,z}, \\
    r_d &= \nu \left( (P \cdot V)^{-1} \cdot [u_x, u_y, 0, 1]^T \right),
\end{align*}
\]

where \((\cdot)_{x,y,z}\) are vector components and \( \nu(\omega) = \omega_{x,y,z}/||\omega_{x,y,z}|| \) is vector normalization.

The sphere-tracing algorithm minimizes \( |S(x, \theta)| \) along each ray using iterative updates of the form

\[
x_0 = r_o, \quad x_{i+1} = x_i + S(x_i) r_d.
\]

Finally, \( S_0 = \{ x_n \mid S(x_n) = 0 \} \) is the zero-set of rays converged to a foreground object for the step count \( n = 16 \). A small residual \( |S(x_n)| < 0.005 \) is tolerated in practice. As proposed in recent work [60, 24, 30], we only retain gradients in the last step rather than for all steps of the sphere tracer. This approach makes sphere tracing memory efficient. Please refer to the supplemental materials for additional details.

The appearance is directly sampled from our radiance field as \( E(S_0, r_d, \nabla S(S_0); \theta, \phi) \).

### 3.3. Loss Function

We supervise our 3D representation using a set of \( m \) multi-view 2D images \( I = \mathbb{R}^{m \times w \times h \times 3} \) with known object masks \( M = \mathbb{R}^{m \times w \times h} \) where 1 marks foreground. Our unique approach to leveraging SIREN as a neural representation in this setting is challenging, because of SIREN’s tendency to overfit the signal to the supervised views.

In total, we use four different constraints to optimize the end-to-end representation using mini-batches of image pixels \( U \) with RGB values \( I_U \) and object masks \( M_U \).

First, we minimize an \( L1 \) image reconstruction error for the true foreground pixels \( U_f = U \cap S_0 \cap \{ U \mid M_U = 1 \} \) as

\[
L_R = \frac{1}{|U_f|} \sum_{c \in U_f} \| E(x, r_d, n; \theta, \phi) - c \|,
\]

where \( c \) is an RGB value of a foreground pixel in a mini-batch. Both \( L1 \) and \( L2 \) work well but we have found \( L1 \) to produce marginally sharper images.

Second, we regularize the \( S \) by an eikonal constraint

\[
L_E = \frac{1}{|U|} \sum_{x} \| \| \nabla_x S(x; \theta)\|_2 - 1 \|_2^2
\]

to enforce its metric properties important for efficient sphere tracing [19, 24, 52, 60]. Random points \( x \) are uniformly sampled from a cube which encapsulates the object’s bounding unit radius sphere.

Third, we restrict the coarse shape by enforcing its projected pattern to fall within the boundaries of the object masks. For this purpose, we adopt the soft mask loss proposed in [60] defined for the non-foreground pixels and softness parameter \( \alpha \) as

\[
L_M = \frac{1}{\alpha |U|} \sum_{m \in M \cup U_f} \text{BCE}(\text{sigmoid}(-\alpha S_{\text{min}}), m),
\]

where \( \text{BCE} \) is the binary cross entropy and \( S_{\text{min}} = \arg \min_{S} S(r_o + r_d; \theta) \) is the minimum \( S \) value along the entire ray approximated by dense sampling of \( t \).

Finally, we regularize the radiance field \( E \) to avoid overfitting to training views. SIRENs have a remarkable regressive potential, which biases them to overfit the appearance
to the training views. We leverage this power to allow for encoding of photorealistic surface details, but we need to restrict the behavior of the $E$ in the angular domain conditioned by $r_d$ to achieve favorable interpolation behavior. Inspired by multi-view projective texture mapping [9], we linearize the angular behavior using a smoothness term

$$L_S = \frac{1}{|U|} \sum ||\nabla^2_{r_d} E(x, r_d, n; \theta, \phi)||^2_2. \quad (9)$$

Note that such level of control is unique to SIREN and related architectures as they are $C^\infty$ differentiable.

Together, we optimize parameters $\theta$ and $\phi$ as

$$\arg\min_{\theta, \phi} L_R + w_E L_E + w_M L_M + w_S L_S, \quad (10)$$

with weights $w_E = 0.1$, $w_M = 100$, and $w_S = 0.01$ for all of our experiments. We have not found the performance to be very sensitive to this choice with the exception of $w_S$ where large values cause high-frequency artifacts in $S$.

### 3.4. Additional Training Details

We optimize the loss in mini-batches of 50,000 individual rays sampled uniformly across the entire training dataset. We have found a large batch size and uniform ray distribution to be critical to prevent local overfitting of SIREN, especially for the high-frequency function $E$.

We implement the MLPs representing $S$ and $E$ as SIRENs with 5 layers using 256 hidden units each. Additionally, we use Fourier features $\{\sin(2k\pi r_d), \cos(2k\pi r_d) | k \in 1 \ldots 4\}$ in $E$ to further support angular resolution [38, 60]. This strategy is necessary to fit the sparsely supervised rays well while $L_S$ enhances interpolation between them.

We initialize $S$ to a unit sphere of radius 0.5 by pre-training to a procedural shape as described in [52]. We trace the object rays in a larger sphere of radius 1, but we have found that the smaller initial radius improves the initial fit as well as the consequent convergence rate.

We implement our method in PyTorch [42] and optimize the loss using the Adam solver [26] with an initial learning rate of $10^{-4}$ decreased by a factor of 2 every 40,000 batches for the overall training length of 150,000 batches on a single Nvidia GPU RTX 2080Ti.

### 4. Real-time Rendering Pipeline

While we show that SIREN is remarkably efficient in shape and appearance representation with 2D supervision, the required sphere tracer does not run at real-time rates for moderate to high image resolutions. To overcome this challenge, we show how to leverage the compactness of our surface-based representation and convert our neural model to a triangular mesh suitable for real-time computer graphics applications. For this purpose, we leverage unstructured lumigraph rendering, which preserves view-dependent effects learned by our neural representation [4].

#### 4.1. Mesh extraction

First, we use the marching cubes algorithm [33] to extract a high-resolution surface mesh from the SDF $S$ voxelized at a resolution of $512^3$. Instead of extracting the zero-level set, we found that offsetting the iso-surface of $S$ by 0.5% of the object radius in the outside direction optimizes the resulting image quality in practice. To export the appearance, we resample the optimized emissivity function $E$ to synthesize projective textures $T_i$ for $N$ camera poses and corresponding projection matrices. The ability to resample the camera poses for efficient viewing space coverage is a key feature of our method and we explore the choice of $N$ and camera distributions in the supplement.

#### 4.2. Rendering

First, we rasterize the extracted mesh using OpenGL [59] and project the vertex positions to each pixel. Next, we compute angles $\tau_{1 \ldots N}$ between the ray towards the current rendering camera and the rays towards each of the $N$ projective texture map viewpoints. We then apply the unstructured lumigraph rendering technique of Buehler et al. [4] to blend contributions from the first $k = 5$ textures, sorted by $\tau_i$ in ascending order, yielding a rendered image

$$R = \sum_{i=1 \ldots k} w_i T_i, \quad (11)$$

where the weights $w_i$ are computed as

$$\hat{w}_i = 1/\tau_i (1 - \tau_i/\tau_k), \quad (12)$$

$$w_i = \hat{w}_i / \sum_{i=1 \ldots k} \hat{w}_i. \quad (13)$$

This formulation satisfies the epipolar consistency by converging to an exclusive mapping by texture $T_j$ when $\tau_j \rightarrow 0$ [4]. Additionally, we discard samples from occluded textures by setting their $w_i$ to zero. Occlusions are detected by a comparison between the pre-rendered depth associated with a texture and the distance between the mesh voxel and the texture viewpoint. The same technique is commonly used in real-time graphics for shadow mapping.

#### 4.3. Evaluation

**Efficiency** We compare the efficiency of our real-time rasterized neural lumigraph renderer (NLR-RAS) with our sphere-traced renderer (NLR-ST, Sec. 3) along with other baselines in Table 1. We observe, that although both NLR-ST and IDR are based on sphere tracing, the capacity of SIREN allows for a smaller and faster model, which is evident by the model size. Furthermore, the results show how costly the implicit volumetric rendering is. In conclusion, only the explicit representations of Colmap and our NLR-RAS allow for truly real-time performance with framers over 60 fps at HD resolution on commodity hardware.
### Table 1. Rendering time and representation size comparison for the DTU scan 65 [22] at 1600 × 1200 pixel resolution. “Real-time” denotes framerates of at least 60 fps.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Render time [s]</th>
<th>Model size [MB]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Colmap [48]</td>
<td>Real-time</td>
<td>30.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDR [60]</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>11.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NV [31]</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>438.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NeRF [37]</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>2.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NLR-ST</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>2.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NLR-RAS</td>
<td>Real-time</td>
<td>34.68</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2. Our custom camera array comprising 16 GoPro HERO7 and 6 central Back-Bone H7PRO cameras (large circular lenses).

**Image quality** Both the quantitative comparisons in Tables 2, 3 and qualitative examples in Figures 3, 4 demonstrate the high NLR-RAS rendering quality. While lower than that of our NLR-ST renderer, the NLR-RAS still achieves PSNRs far superior to other explicit (Colmap) and implicit (IDR) surface representations.

### 5. Camera Array and Data

**Human Head Video Dataset** Our dataset consists of 7 multiview captures showing a person performing facial expressions.

**Camera Array** Our custom camera array that was used to capture the dataset is comprised of 16 GoPro HERO7 action cameras and 6 Back-Bone H7PRO cameras. The BackBone cameras are modified GoPro cameras that can fit a standard C-Mount lens. Compared to the unmodified GoPro cameras, the Back-Bone cameras have a narrower field-of-view (FoV) and are thus able to capture the subject in more detail. We capture at 4k / 30 fps in portrait orientation with the Back-Bone cameras and at 1080p / 60 fps in landscape orientation with the GoPro cameras. Figure 2 shows a frontal view of the camera array with the six Back-Bone cameras in the center of the array and the GoPro cameras placed around them. We capture our subjects from 60 cm distance and cover approximately 100°.

**Synchronization** We trigger the camera shutter with a WiFi remote. The cameras do not support a generator lock, so during capture they are only loosely synchronized. We always capture videos for our dataset, even in the cases in which we only use a static frame. To improve synchronization, we flash an ArUco marker [13] on a cellphone before each take. We then detect the first frame that sees the marker in each video which allows us to synchronize the cameras with an accuracy of 1 frame or better.

### 6. Experiments

In this section we show that our method is able to achieve state-of-the-art image reconstruction quality on-par with volumetric methods such as NeRF [38] while allowing for efficient surface reconstruction utilized for real-time rendering in Sec. 4.

**Baselines** We compare our method to novel view synthesis techniques with various scene representations. Specifically, we compare to the traditional multi-view stereo of Colmap [48], the explicit volumetric representation of Neural Volumes (NV) [31], the implicit volume representation of NeRF [38], and the implicit signed distance function of IDR [60]. Please refer to the supplemental material for implementation details.

**Regression performance** We have used the popular DTU MVS dataset [22] with 49 or 64 calibrated camera images along with object masks provided by previous work [60, 39] to measure the image reconstruction error metrics. We held out three views for testing. Table 2 shows that our method achieves SOTA training error comparable with NeRF. Moreover, our image quality is significantly better than that of our closest competitor, IDR. We attribute this major separation to the unparalleled representation capacity of SIREN. A qualitative comparison is available in Fig. 3.

Additionally, we report the shape reconstruction error as Chamfer distance from the ground-truth provided in the dataset. Although the shape reconstruction is not our explicit goal, we note that our error is on par with other techniques, though worse than IDR which explicitly focuses on this problem [60]. We observe that this emerges as a trade-off between the accuracy of view-dependent and high-frequency details in the image reconstruction on one hand, and the view consistency reflected in the geometry on the other one.

**View interpolation** Our angular smoothness loss $L_S$ is specifically designed to avoid collapse of the emissivity function $E$ for interpolated views. We tested its efficiency quantitatively by measuring the image reconstruction error on test views the held out from results in Table 2. Please refer to the supplement for details. As expected, there is a measurable quality drop when compared to the training views observed consistently for all of the methods. However, the interpolated views produced by our method maintain many of the favorable characteristics from the regres-
Table 2. Image error metrics PSNR, SSIM [58] and LPIPS [61] computed on DTU [22] for the supervised views. See Supp. for metrics of the held-out views. The Chamfer distance (CD) is computed based on the scripts from [22]. Best scores in bold, second best underlined.

Figure 3. Reconstructed shape and image from various multi-view datasets. The reprojection error is listed in dB of PSNR.

Human representation View-synthesis of human subjects is particularly challenging due to the complex reflection properties of skin, eyes and hair, as well as a lack of high-quality multi-view data. We address the first challenge with our high-capacity representation network and the latter with our own dataset described in Sec. 5. Additionally, we provide experimental results for 360 degree human captures provided by Volucap GmbH [16] and high-resolution face captures from the Digital Ira project [12]. Refer to the supplemental for a detailed description of these data. Table 3 summarizes the reconstruction errors and Fig. 3 shows a few example scenes. Similar trends as in the DTU datasets can again be observed. Interestingly, our method achieves
Figure 4. A qualitative comparison for a frame in our dataset. Three supervised views (dashed outline) along with three interpolated views and learned shape. Close-ups enhance detail of the rightmost view. PSNR showed for supervised views.
A bigger advantage for very high-resolution (3000 × 4000 px) detailed images in our own dataset. We speculate that this shows that the traditional ReLU based networks used by IDR and NeRF have reached their capacity, while the explicit representations of Colmap and NV lack easy scaling. Once again, this does not come at cost of interpolation properties as shown in Figure 4 and our videos.

**Ablation study** Finally, we verify that the performance of our method is based on the choice of our representation and training procedure. In Figure and Table 5, we compare several variants of our method on the scene in Fig. 4. A standard MLP with ReLU does not have the capacity to train a detailed representation (1). SIREN remedies this but tends to quickly overfit to the trained pixels (2). We resolve this first by adding our angular smoothness loss $L_S$ that regularizes behavior in the angular domain (3), and then by increasing the batch size in order to achieve spatially uniform image quality (4). Additional Fourier Features [38] for the ray direction remove low frequency noise in $E$ (5).

**7. Discussion**

In summary, we propose a neural rendering framework that optimizes an SDF-based implicit neural scene representation given a set of multi-view images. This framework is unique in combining a representation network architecture using periodic activations with a sphere-tracing-based neural renderer that estimates the shape and viewpoint-dependent appearance of the scene. Enabled by a novel loss function that is applied during training, our framework achieves a very high image quality that is comparable with state-of-the-art novel view synthesis methods. As opposed to those methods, our neural representation can be directly converted into a mesh with view-dependent textures that enable high-quality 3D image synthesis in real time using traditional graphics pipelines.

Our approach is not without limitations. Currently, we only consider emissive radiance functions that are adequate to model a scene under fixed lighting conditions. Future work could additionally consider dynamic lighting and shading, which some recent neural rendering approaches have started to incorporate [34, 62]. Further, similar to IDR [60], our method requires annotated object masks. Automatic image segmentation could be explored in the future to address this. Although the synthesized image quality of our approach is competitive with the state of the art, the proxy shapes produced by our method are not quite as accurate as alternative approaches [48, 60]. While this is not important for the novel view synthesis application we consider in this paper, other applications may benefit from estimating more accurate shapes. This includes occasionally visible seam artifacts caused by inaccuracies of the camera calibration. Similar to some other recent neural rendering pipelines, ours focuses on overfitting a neural representation on a single 3D scene. An interesting avenue of future work includes the learning of shape spaces, or priors, for certain types of objects, such as faces. While several methods have explored related strategies using conditioning-by-concatenation [41, 35], hypernetwork [54], or meta-learning [51] approaches using synthetic data, there is a lack of publicly available photorealistic multi-view image data. In hope of mitigating this shortcoming, we released our datasets on the project website. Still, these data may be insufficiently large for learning priors. Finally, although the inference time of our method is fast, the training time is still slow. This hurdle along with the limited computational resources at our disposal is the primary reason preventing us from exploring dynamic video sequences.

**Conclusion** Emerging neural rendering approaches are starting to outperform traditional vision and graphics approaches. Yet, traditional graphics pipelines still offer significant practical benefits, such as real-time rendering rates, over these neural approaches. With our work, we take a significant step towards closing this gap, which we believe to be a critical aspect for making neural rendering practical.
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A. Real-time rendering analysis

In Section 4.3 of the paper, we compared performance of our real-time renderer to the neural renderer. Here, we complement this comparison by demonstrating that the rendering quality is a joint product of both the shape representation in $S$ and the emissivity function $E$. To that goal, we use our new head image dataset and evaluate how well a novel view can be interpolated and/or extrapolated with different choices of geometry and textures.

Setup We compare our real-time rasterized renderer (RAS) using geometries reconstructed by the surface based methods of Colmap [48], IDR [60] and our Neural Lumigraph Rendering (NLR). Additionally, we consider both the neural textures generated by the respective method (not available for Colmap) as well as alternative usage of the original training camera images.

We provide the renderer with textures corresponding to 5 of the 6 high-resolution central BackBone H7PRO cameras in our dataset (see Section 5), and we measure the PSNR of the held-out interpolated/extrapolated 6th view. The same ground-truth masks are applied for all measurements. We average results from all 6 possible test view choices.

Results Table 4 presents PSNR scores for each scene as well as the overall average. A qualitative comparison is presented in Fig 8. For all choices of textures, we observe a favorable performance of the shape exported from our method compared to shapes exported by both the IDR and Colmap. Colmap generates very accurate but incomplete geometries resulting in holes in the rendered images (note the hair in the scene “L1”). The geometry extracted from IDR provides similar degree of view consistency as our own geometry when combined with the original captured textures, even though our method still maintains a small margin (see the column “Captured textures” in Tab. 4). However, the neural textures generated by IDR lack detail present in our neural textures which results in comparatively lower PSNR scores (see the column “Neural 1×”).

Table 4. PSNR scores for the interpolated/extrapolated views achieved by different variants of our real-time renderer. Neural textures for the original camera poses (1×), and their supersampled variants (2×, 3×) are compared to a direct use of the original images captured by our camera array.

Texture space upsampling An important argument for using the neural textures rather than the original captured images is the possibility to use the neural renderer to produce additional virtual views. This allows to generate much denser virtual camera spacing, i.e. through view synthesis, than would be practical with physical camera setups. To demonstrate this unique capability we resampling the texture space by subdividing the original 3 × 2 camera layout in our dataset as shown in Figure 6. This yields first the original 6 textures (labeled “1×”), then additional 9 textures (total of 15; labeled “2×”) and finally additional 30 textures (total of 45; labeled “3×”). We follow the same procedure and remove the texture corresponding to the original ground-truth camera pose for the test.

The results are again presented in Table 4 (two rightmost columns) and in Fig 8. Both IDR and SineSDF experience significant quality boost as the texturing angular space gets denser and the interpolation distances between blended textures get smaller. However, only our technique can leverage the high spatial detail featured in our neural textures and, as a result, shows significantly larger PSNR.
overall. Please explore the video supplement to evaluate dynamic properties of this behavior.

B. Additional Results

In this section, we provide additional results that did not fit into the main paper. Table 5 complements Table 2 in the main paper and shows results of the image reconstruction metrics computed for the three test views held-out from the training on the DTU dataset [22]. Table 6 extends Table 3 in the main paper and shows additional image metric scores for results using variety of multi-view datasets.

C. Supplemental Video

We provide a detailed video supplement to fully evaluate view consistency of our novel rendered views and compare to the baseline methods. A summary video with side by side comparison and comments is available in the root folder as 4945_supplemental_video.mp4 (x264 encoding in mp4 container). Additionally, individual results in form of short videos are provided separately in three folders, each showing a different type of comparison.

Neural renderings Videos in the folder neural_videos present neural renderings of scenes from the datasets used in our paper produced by our method as well as well Colmap, IDR, Neural Volumes and NeRF. Note, that the renderings are provided without post-processing and show the background reconstruction present in Neural Volumes and NeRF. This background was not evaluated in metrics in our paper; all tested methods use the same foreground mask when evaluating the PSNR.

Shape renderings In the folder shape_videos, we use a simple OpenGL renderer using the PyRender Python package to visualize meshes extracted from Colmap, IDR and our Neural Lumigraph that are later used for the real-time rendering. Note that IDR contains lot of boundary geometry noise for views that were not supervised during training.

Real-time renderings Finally, in the folder cg_videos, we present outputs of our real-time renderer as well as different variants presented in the study in Sup. Sec. A.

D. Input sensitivity

Some of the key input properties that affects quality of multi-view reconstruction is the accuracy of camera calibration. We investigate how our method performs if this factor is taken out of the equation by measuring its performance on a computer-generated 3D scene. We have used Unity to render a 5×5 grid of views of a 3D head model with surface specular properties at a resolution of 2160 × 2160 pixel and we extracted the ground-truth camera poses as well as the object masks.

As Fig. 7 shows, both methods achieve a clean shape reconstructions without artifacts. The hair region is represented by a cloud of semi-transparent billboards in the original 3D model, so this would be challenging to be accurately reconstructed by any approach. While the Chamfer distance metric favors the results of IDR, we see that our image quality is much higher as it features notably higher spatial fidelity. We conclude that our method can avoid geometry artifacts if consistent camera and image labeling can be obtained.

E. Datasets

Our Captured Dataset Each capture consists of 22 images and corresponding foreground masks. Six images are captured with high-resolution narrow field-of-view (FOV) cameras, while the remaining 16 images are captured with low-resolution wide FOV cameras. While these additional 16 images provide useful geometrical information, they do not carry high quality visual detail. This is why we use all views for training each of the evaluated methods but we only evaluate reconstruction quality for the 6 central high-resolution cameras.

Figure 16 shows scenes in our dataset. These data are available on the project website.²

²http://www.computationalimaging.org/publications/nlr/
We follow the same procedure and settings for Colmap as Yariv et al. [60] to reconstruct a 3D point cloud from the multi-view images, build a surface mesh using Poisson reconstruction (with trim = 7) and render the images using PyRender. For the DTU dataset, we also apply object masks to remove background points before the surface reconstruction. Note that this method failed to produce a surface mesh of the Digital Ira [12] with all variations of parameters that we tried.

NeRF We use the original code shared by the authors [38]. We modify the code to support general camera models. We execute the code using the provided high-quality configuration used for their paper results but we reduce the number of random samples to 1024 to fit to our GPU memory (11 GB on Nvidia Geforce RTX 2080Ti). Further, to support variable sensor sizes in our dataset, we upsample all images to the shape of the high-resolution cameras which retains the detailed information.

For our dataset, we are forced by the memory requirements to reduce the training resolution by factor of 2 from 3000 × 4000 pixels to 1500 × 2000 pixels. However, it is unlikely that this reduction affected the results since our experiment with even more aggressive four-fold downsizing (to 750 × 1000 pixels) yielded a PSNR of 28.62 dB which is comparable to 28.58 dB of the two-fold downsizing we ended up using.

IDR We use the original code and configuration shared by the authors [60]. Note, that while IDR supports training without accurate camera calibrations, we train with the same calibrations used for all other methods and keep the poses fixed during the process.

**Neural Volumes** We use the original code shared by the authors [31]. We train our models for at least 150K iterations. As recommended by the authors, we use three views from different angles to condition the autoencoder. The authors provide the ability to either pass the background explicitly or to let the network estimate the background. Since we don’t have a background image for all datasets,
we choose to let the network estimate the background. Due to the long training times, we evaluate the method on a limited subset of our dataset. We crop the lower resolution landscape images to the same aspect ratio as the six high-resolution central cameras in portrait mode. Due to GPU memory limitations, we are only able to train with the image resolution reduced to 1/4 of the original size of the high-resolution images. Note that Neural Volumes uses an explicit voxel representation and is therefore, unlike implicit models, not resolution independent.

G. Metrics

**PSNR** For all methods we compute the PSNR between the reconstructed images and the ground truth only for pixels in the object masks. The same procedure is used by Yariv et al. [60] and we verify it by reproducing their metric scores with their pre-trained models. Therefore, even methods that do not use masks to recover the shape (NeRF, Neural Volumes) are only rated based on prediction of the foreground object.

**Chamfer distance** The Chamfer distance is computed in a similar manner as in the original Matlab scripts provided with the DTU dataset [22]. The shortest distance between each ground-truth 3D point and the reconstructed shape is computed in one direction by the Open3D [63] library for Python. This prevents penalizing reconstruction of background (NeRF) or reconstruction of occluded object parts. We leave out Neural Volumes from evaluating the metric since surface extraction was not demonstrated in the original manuscript [31] and the explicit nature of the representation makes recovery of fine details difficult.

H. Sphere tracing implementation details

Convergence of the main paper Eq. 5 towards the zero-level set $S_0$ is not guaranteed for general shape configuration. As the SDF function $S$ indicated distance towards the nearest surface, it underestimate the optimal step length if the nearest surface is not orthogonal to the current ray. This can partially be improved by dividing the step length by the dot product $-r_d \cdot \nabla S(x_i)$. However, computing the gradients in every step is costly and quickly diminishes the returns. Furthermore, if a ray closely misses a surface edge with a surface normal orthogonal to the ray direction, such adjustment does not improve the convergence as the step length will stay very small.

To mitigate these issues, we use bidirectional sphere tracing as described by Yariv et al. [60]. This approach does not rely on the sphere tracer’s convergence as it uses it to only narrow a possible range of surface positions which is then further refined by additional solvers.

To this goal, we solve Eq. 5 to get the near zero-level set $x^n_0$ in a forward direction for $n = 16$. We mask rays with $|S(x_n)| < 5e^{-5}$ as converged. These rays are not further optimized and $x_n = x^n_n$ is the final output of the sphere tracer. Next, for the remaining rays, we solve a modified equation in an opposite direction to find a far zero-level set $x^n_f$ as

$$x^n_f = r_o + tf_r, \quad x^n_{i+1} = x^n_i - S(x^n_i)r_d. \quad (14)$$

where $t_f$ is the rear intersection of $r_d$ with a unit sphere. $x^n_n$ and $x^n_f$ define the nearest and the furthers possible location of the first surface point $x_n$. In cases where $x^n_f$ is closer than $x^n_n$, we conclude that no surface exists. In the remaining cases we evaluate 100 samples with the candidate range and look for the first zero crossing of the $S$. Finally, assuming a locally monotonic $S$ we further refine the zero-crossing location by 8 steps of sectioning [60] to get the zero-level set $\hat{x}_n$.

Note that for performance, stability and memory efficiency, this procedure is not differentiated [60, 24, 30]. Therefore, one extra step of the forward sphere tracing is executed with gradient tracking enabled to achieve a differentiable sphere tracing. We apply the gradient direction adjustment [60] for this last step to get the final zero-level set as

$$x_n = \hat{x}_n - \frac{S(\hat{x}_n)}{\|\nabla S(\hat{x}_n) \cdot r_d\|} r_d, \quad (15)$$

for points where $|S(x_n)| < 0.005$. A division by zero is avoided by clamping the denominator to $|\nabla S(\hat{x}_n) \cdot r_d| > 0.01$. 


Figure 8. Comparison of our real-time rendering variant evaluated on a view not present in the texture set. The IDR results for the presented view in P4 are black due to an occlusion by a false geometry generated in front of the person (see the shape rendering). While fixable and only present in this scene, we keep the geometry as is and provide detailed metrics for each single scene in Table 4. A rejection of this result would not change the overall trend.
Figure 16. The seven scenes forming our dataset. Image positions approximate the camera layout. The central 6 images are high-resolution head close-ups.